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Foreword
Dr Gordon Rintoul
Director, National Museums o f Scotland

The National Museums of Scotland is delighted to wel
come back the State Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg, 
for a second year. Scottish links with Russia are histor
ically strong, with trade and military connections that 
stretch back to the time of Peter the Great. Today that 
well established connection continues between the two 
countries.

This latest exhibition, ‘Beyond the Palace Walls: 
Islamic Art from the State Hermitage Museum’, has 
been built upon the foundations of mutual respect and 
friendship forged during last summer’s highly successful 
exhibition, ‘Nicholas and Alexandra: The Last Tsar and 
Tsarina’. It examines the beauty and diversity to be 
found in the artworks of Islamic cultures and demon
strates its willingness to adopt and adapt the traditions 
and craftsmanship of other cultures into a myriad of 
art forms. The exhibition is rich in costume, textiles 
and paintings, and features breathtaking works of art 
wrought in precious metals often studded with precious 
stones.

Central to the exhibition is a quite magnificent 
eighteenth-century Ottoman tent. Richly embroidered, 
the tent has never been on public display before. It offers 
a unique experience to the visitor, who will be able to 
enter the tent and marvel at the craftsmanship.

I am also delighted that the exhibition is part of this 
year’s Festival of Muslim Cultures.

One person in particular has been instrumental in 
making this exhibition possible -  Professor Mikhail 
Piotrovsky, Director of the State Hermitage Museum. I 
would like to take this opportunity to offer my gratitude

to him for his continued support and generosity in agree
ing to let us stage this wonderful exhibition.

I would also like to acknowledge the considerable 
contribution of the Embassy of Russia, London, in the 
bringing of this exhibition to Edinburgh, and Mr 
Vladimir Malygin, the Consul General for the Russian 
Federation here in Edinburgh, and his staff, who have 
worked tirelessly to assist our staff whenever possible. 
And, once again, we are indebted to Ms Geraldine 
Norman, the United Kingdom representative for the 
State Hermitage Museum, for all her help and advice.

I know my staff were delighted to work with the 
staff from the State Hermitage Museum once again and 
many strong working relationships have developed 
over the past year. Both exhibition teams take great 
pride in this achievement and have given their time 
and dedication to the project unstintingly. We are parti
cularly indebted to Dr Anton Pritula, Curator in the 
Department of Oriental Art at the State Hermitage 
Museum, who was responsible for the original concept 
of the exhibition.

We hope that this partnership with the State Hermi
tage Museum continues to flourish and we look forward 
to collaborations with Professor Piotrovsky and his 
staff in the future.

Finally, on behalf of the National Museums of Scot
land, I would like to thank HRH Prince Mohammed bin 
Nawaf Al-Saud, Ambassador of the Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia to the United Kingdom, for his generous support 
of this exhibition, and Moscow Narodny Bank for their 
sponsorship of this catalogue.
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Introduction

Between C h in a  an d  Europe 
The H istorical C ontext of Islamic Art
Professor Mikhail B. Piotrovsky 
Director, State Hermitage Museum

Islamic art is an ambiguous and sometimes contentious 
term that includes the art of various peoples, at a time 
when they had adopted the religion of Islam. The 
creative work of these peoples is simultaneously a part 
of the development of the pre-Islamic cultural heritage, 
and a part of a single cultural world, united by Islam 
and its social and political institutions. This contradic
tion is itself one of the most appealing aspects of Islamic 
art. Its brilliant works of art are examples of a unique 
artistic language, which is at the same time both tradi
tional and highly diverse. This is a language with many 
dialects and local vernaculars. Many, very different, 
peoples with their own separate histories, including art 
histories, were to accept Islam. Now we can easily dis
tinguish between pieces made in Egypt, Iran, Central 
Asia, India or Spain.

Nevertheless, all these works share distinct traits, 
characteristics and techniques. They are all a part of the 
dynamic whole which is Islamic art -  the art of the 
Muslim, or the Islamic, world. This art has absorbed 
the traditions and the rich heritage of all the peoples 
that built this world. Islamic art is also, in many ways, 
a statement of the many religious principles of Islam, 
and the way of life that came into being under the influ
ence of that religion.

The same can be said to take place on a global scale. 
Every culture is part of a single human civilization.

Different cultures have common traits and unique dif
ferences, be they large or small. Many of these cultures 
have been in mutual contact for millennia. Tradition
ally, we have come to speak about the influence of one 
culture on another, though it may be more accurate to 
speak of a mutual exchange of influences. Trade links, 
religious preaching, wars and the conquest of foreign 
lands all generated mutual interaction between cul
tures. Such events ensure a dynamic unity, involving all 
of humanity. It is fascinating -  and important -  to trace 
these links and ties, their historical development, and 
the fantastical twists and turns they describe. This 
exhibition is intended to display the greatness of Islamic 
art, both its inner unity and its interactions with other 
great cultures, and cultural worlds.

Such interaction can be ‘vertical’ or ‘horizontal’. 
Vertical interaction engages the roots, the sources, the 
regional substrata of a culture. Such interaction involves 
more than influences flowing from the past, but also 
includes the selection, interpretation and perception of 
this past within the framework of a later culture. An 
example is the contemporary perception of classical 
Islamic art. Horizontal links spread far wider: the Islamic 
world reaches from ancient China to India, Byzantium, 
and a Europe that was gradually rising to greatness. 
Islam was engaged in a constant process of interaction 
with all of these different parts of the world -  a process



that had colossal cultural consequences. In different 
periods the importance of individual directions and 
movements may have changed, but together they inter
wove to hold a huge world together. Discoveries and 
inventions in art and science crossed continents in every 
possible direction.

Cultural artefacts were passed around the world 
like relay batons: Chinese porcelain was translated into 
Nishapur ware in the Islamic world, and then into 
Fatimid ceramics and Kashan ware. In the west the wave 
of invention brought lustre ceramics to the shores of 
Spain which spawned the ceramics of Christian Spain, 
and the famed Italian majolica. Just as it had brought 
together worlds in ancient times, so the Great Silk Road 
tied together the world under Islam. The Venetians 
brought Eastern fashions to Europe, and then brought 
European fashions to the East. Our exhibition is a 
modest attempt to trace certain aspects of this grand 
intercourse, to see and understand Islamic art in the 
multiplicity of connections, and to enhance the pleasure 
of exploring the field. The artefacts in the Hermitage 
give us a unique opportunity to do this sort of work; 
such dialogues with culture must surely be the mission 
of truly ‘encyclopaedic’ museums.

Of course, almost the same territories that the Islamic 
world covered had already seen a single, united culture 
that integrated many artistic traditions and value 
systems from around the world, both horizontally and 
vertically. This was the world of Hellenism, when the 
forays of Alexander the Great resulted in the birth of a 
civilization in which many traits of Eastern and Western 
cultures, and of old and new faiths, merged into one 
cultural body.

Arab, or Muslim, conquests were of the same scale, 
and in many ways had similar consequences. Immedi

ately following the death of the Prophet Muhammad, 
Muslim units, and then whole armies, quickly con
quered almost all the civilized world. A new, universal 
political system arose, new trade links, a new, universal 
view of the world, a new culture, a new art. In a series 
of distinct stages, the new world then integrated and 
assimilated its vast inheritance.

The Arabs brought a holy text -  the Qur’an -  and 
the Arabic language, in which it was created, and in 
which Arabic poetry was later written. This language 
and the Qur’an together contained the set of aesthetic 
principles that would influence the subsequent cultural 
synthesis. These included the mathematical trans
parency of structures, the rhythm and ornamental 
repetition of shapes and images, and the striving for the 
economic and elegant communication of abstract ideas, 
combined with a tangible specificity of recognizable 
details.

The Arabs had much experience in assimilating 
foreign artistic and social traditions in everyday life. 
They quickly accepted the heritage of Byzantium (in 
Syria and Egypt) and Sassanian Iran, as well as that of 
Central Asia. The craftsmen of newly-Islamicised 
peoples fulfilled commissions for new buildings, and new 
luxury and household items. Old canons and approaches 
were gradually replaced, due to the influence of new 
tastes and the ideas of clients, and as a result of inter
action between various fundamental traditions.

One splendid example of this process is the famous 
Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem. This building clearly 
serves both artistic and ideological goals: to underscore 
the triumph of Islam, as both the victor and successor 
of previous monotheistic religions. There are no depic
tions of living creatures. The artistic motifs in the mosaics 
combine Byzantine techniques and styles with images
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of priceless Iranian ornaments, hanging from bushes in 
Paradise. This can be thought of as the essence of 
Muslim integration of the artistic traditions of both 
worlds.

The medium of silverware, so typical of Sassanian 
culture and the domestic luxury of Byzantium, now 
assumed Islamic traits, and was soon to become the 
medium par excellence of Islamic art. Figurative art 
gradually became stylized and formalized. Where it 
was still considered acceptable to depict the figures of 
people and animals, these became more compact and 
schematic, while haloes ceased to be anything more 
than a decorative element. Sassanian and Byzantium 
motifs were transformed into a standard, almost canon
ical set of secular themes in Islamic art: a banquet, 
musicians, hunts, battles, astrological symbols. This 
was the alternative to a Christian system of strictly 
religious symbols.

Islamic art was born with its own innate system of 
rules and concepts. Like Byzantine art in that same 
initial period, and much like Protestant and Jewish art, 
Islamic art is intrinsically iconoclastic. It is considered 
impossible -  improper -  to use images of living creatures 
to narrate holy stories. Man learned about God through 
the Word, and not through pictures. Pictures, even icons, 
could distract from the path of pure monotheism, 
replacing God with idols. The depiction of people was 
only possible where there was no danger of idolatry.

Islamic art follows the Qur’an with regard to the 
principles of regularity, mathematical transparency and 
the repetitiveness of text. Thus appears an ‘abstract’ 
approach to art, one that combines three main elements 
of ornamentation. Calligraphy is subjected to scrupu
lous mathematical measurement, and serves both to 
please the eye, and as a form of communication with

God. The beauty of God’s word decorates books, day- 
to-day objects, even buildings. Calligraphy combines 
sacral meaning with sacral beauty. Inscriptions almost 
come to replace icons: they offer no threat of creating 
‘idolatrous images’.

As the abstract reasoning of theologians developed, 
and mathematics became ever more central to Muslim 
thought, a complex system of geometric ornament 
evolved as the optimal medium for illustrating the idea 
of an infinite, divine Absolute. The sprawling plant 
ornament of Byzantine and Sassanian art transforms 
into the strictly calibrated lines of the arabesque -  an 
unending stream of ‘grape vine’ shoots with stylized 
images of fruit, animals and people. This is a form of 
beauty which recalls to the viewer the eternal bene
volence shown by a merciful and loving God to his 
creation, which He has showered with the riches of 
nature, and which He guides through the endless cycles 
of earthly existence.

Grandiose architectural works are typical of 
Islamic art; these imitate the cosmic spheres, as if 
making them proportionate with man. Mosques are 
both colossal and intimate. Meanwhile, creative crafts
manship spreads to day-to-day household objects, to 
the applied arts, to objects intended to be held in the 
hands and examined in detail. Luxury items carry only 
the memory of their domestic uses. No one used lux
urious, silver-inlaid buckets to wash in the baths, 
although everyone knew why the shape was originally 
created. There was almost no intermediate step between 
the monumental and the domestic; this is another of the 
fundamental differences between Islamic and Christian 
art.

These basic characteristics of Islamic art-including 
the unique style of two-dimensional depictions of solid
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figures, with a set of canonical traits and a consistent 
repertoire of images -  came into being during the 
beginning of the Umayyad and Abbasid Caliphates. 
They stabilized further in the eleventh century when 
the classical culture of Islam crystallized into an elegant 
system integrated into the theological and philosoph
ical sciences, against a backdrop of political diversity 
that -  like art itself -  preserved a unified system of 
political power. The political reinforcement of Turkish 
elements in the ruling classes led to an increase in the 
influence of the steppe in works of art. The criteria and 
standards of beauty underwent a series of changes at 
this time. The rise of the Iranian nobility led to a new 
synthesis of Iranian components with elements that had 
already matured, both Islamic and those indigenous to 
Turkish culture. This explains the injection of tastes 
and traditions from Central Asia, India and China -  
the Great Silk Road had once again become a vital 
cultural conduit.

Now Islamic art acquires a new characteristic that 
would become as fundamental as ‘mathematical ascet
icism’. This is also mathematical, but it is the ‘love of 
life’, the adoration of luxury and beauty as a reflection 
of the splendour of heaven that has been promised to 
the faithful. Such an aspect can be seen as both a 
beautification of this life and an exhortation of the life 
that awaits the righteous.

In Fatimid Egypt, which enjoyed active interaction 
with Mediterranean Europe and Byzantium in both 
secular and non-secular spheres, sophisticated styles of 
rock crystal and stone carving came into being, as well 
as rich weaving and exquisite ceramics. To the devoted, 
all these luxury objects, just like everything else within 
the Islamic world, held an inherent mystical signifi
cance.

In the thirteenth century the entire Eastern Islamic 
world was conquered by the Mongols. They destroyed 
a significant portion of the cultural treasures, as well 
as the cultural centres and powerhouses of the Islamic 
world, but failed to overcome the pervasive influence 
of high culture. They adopted Muslim concepts of 
beauty and luxury, accepted Islam and thus stimulated 
the continuing localization of Islamic art. After the 
Mongol conquest, interaction with the art of China 
and India flourished in the newly-formed states. The 
resurrection of the art of book illustration, for example, 
was fundamentally influenced by Chinese traditions. As 
in ceramics, the relay baton of painting techniques and 
motifs is handed from culture to culture. The Chinese 
style of drawing is combined with Iranian two-dimen
sional decoration, while Chinese clouds and dragons 
become a fixed feature of landscapes in book minia
tures and rug patterns. Subtle elements of ‘Chinese’ 
aesthetics took on a wholly Islamic appearance, and in 
this new guise reached Europe -  a forerunner of direct 
ties between Europe and China. The process was not 
one of straightforward borrowing or simple appropri
ation, but the total transplantation of traditions, as the 
Islamic world handed to Europe complete and fully- 
formed cultural phenomena. In the East of the Islamic 
world a new field of culture arose, where the traditions 
of Iran, India and China were combined and constantly 
re-worked by the Islamic world, to create the extraor
dinary and all-encompassing art of the Timurids, the 
Safavids and the Great Mughals. Decorative woven 
rugs were one of the main products of this synthesis, 
and soon became an omnipresent component of world 
culture.

Neither did Chinese culture remain aloof from Islam. 
Local Chinese Muslims created stunning examples of
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Chinese Arabic calligraphy, a natural extension of 
traditional applied art forms.

In the West, the Islamic world assimilated and 
transformed the trends that flowed from the East. A 
new cultural space was forming, as neighbouring states 
around the Mediterranean joined in the transfer of 
cultural legacies and the assimilation of a single artistic 
language. In Muslim Spain, and occasionally Christian 
Sicily, cultural bilingualism evolved into a common 
language. Spain proved to be especially fertile ground 
-  it was here that the philosophical inheritance of 
antiquity was transferred to the Christian world, now 
reinterpreted by Islam. After absorbing this reinvigo
rated legacy of Antiquity, Christian thought turned 
back to the sources of Antiquity to create a European 
hypostasis of ancient philosophy. Popular poetry was 
sometimes created in two languages, while the language 
of art was often already shared -  this is why the mosque 
of Cordoba and the Alhambra have become the com
mon heritage of today’s Europe.

The Venetians built their city with fresh memories 
of the splendid metropolises of the Islamic world where 
they had easily accumulated their vast fortunes. The 
Crusades, despite the bitter ideological differences they 
represented, played a huge role in the artistic synthesis 
between Europe and the Islamic world. We know that 
the feudal rulers, both the Muslims and the Franks, 
quickly found common ground away from the battle
field, communicating easily, sometimes even enjoying 
friendships. Muslim tastes were quickly assumed by 
the Crusaders, before being passed on to Europe. 
Muslim luxury items, weapons, cloth, crystal goblets 
and precious wares became for Europe the standards 
of good taste, and spurred on local creativity and 
production. It was at this time, and especially during

the rule of the Mamluks in Egypt, that we find a large 
number of works of art, created in a Muslim artistic 
language, but without any signs of religious attribu
tion. It is clear that Muslim craftsmen often created 
works of art for Christian clients.

First, art objects from the East became a part of life 
in Europe. Crystal and glass goblets, luxurious cloths, 
and decorative rugs were shipped home from the East. 
Then they were gradually assimilated: glass and crystal 
were preserved in precious metal mounts, this time 
made by Europeans. Decorative cloths were used to 
make vestments for priests. Rugs were named after the 
artists that chose to paint them (such as ‘Lotto Rugs’ 
after Lotto Lorenzo, and ‘Holbein Rugs’ after Hans 
Holbein the Younger). The logical progression was to 
commission the manufacture of goods made by 
Muslim craftsmen, apparently specifically for export, 
for Christian customers.

Islamic art, as something known and tangible for 
Europeans, clearly played a role in stimulating the 
European Renaissance. It is accepted knowledge that 
Europe had its own traditions of spirituality and mysti
cism, but the East demonstrated to Europe an amazing 
combination of the love of mathematics, philosophy 
and life as an essentially organic process, together with 
a strong taste for living in elegance and luxury. This 
combination, already reminiscent of antiquity, was to 
take hold in Renaissance Europe once again.

In the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries, 
Europe became the dominant force in this mutual 
exchange of influences.

Many European innovations in the arts quickly 
found their place in Islamic art. The plant ornament of 
the Taj Mahal follows Muslim aesthetics, even though 
it was inspired by European botanical atlases. Mean
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while, the jewellers of Mughal India used Colombian 
emeralds to create undeniably Eastern objects.

At the same time, Iranian and Indian artists used 
European engravings as inspiration for their own book 
miniatures, gradually displacing the traditional canons. 
The direct exposure to Venetian painting brought new 
techniques and a new sense of the world to Turkish 
miniature painting. The techniques of European easel 
painting were also to create a magnificent synthesis of 
artistic traditions, just as Iranian painting had during 
the rule of the Qajar dynasty in Iran.

All these processes continue even today. In places 
one can even observe a mutual reciprocity, although 
the European element is dominant. Nevertheless, one 
has the feeling that all the elements of mutual influence

discussed above still have the potential to enrich each 
other further, as has been the case in the past.

The world has never truly been divided, and today’s 
primitive, one-sided globalization is just one of many 
historical trends. All the world’s cultures have taken 
something from each other in the past, and continue to 
do so. One element may be quickly adopted and assim
ilated into the indigenous culture, while another is 
rejected as incompatible; far more is simply forgotten, 
or taken too long to absorb. To me, this is the template 
for the future development of cultural ‘relay batons’, 
whose story we have tried to tell in this exhibition.

In any case, I am sure that these splendid creations 
by gifted artists and craftsmen are more convincing 
than any number of words.
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T he A rt o f the  C a lip h a te
M ikhail B. Piotrovsky

After the death of the Prophet Muhammad in 632 the 
Muslim community was governed by ‘representatives’ 
or Caliphs. Military campaigns to conquer land for the 
new faith began, and the community was transformed 
into a state -  the Caliphate. The first four Caliphs, who 
were called the ‘rightly guided’, ruled from Arabia. Then 
the Umayyad dynasty made Damascus the capital of 
the state. The borders of the new empire were rapidly 
expanding to include the main provinces of Byzantium: 
Egypt, Syria and North Africa, while Spain also became 
part of the Caliphate. To the East, all of Iran became 
Muslim, followed by Central Asia and North India. In 
750 the Umayyads were deposed by the Abbasids, who 
founded a dynasty centred on Iraq and built a new 
capital -  Baghdad.

In the tenth and eleventh centuries the control enjoy
ed by the Caliphs began to weaken. The provinces of the 
Caliphate, one after another, became either virtually or 
totally independent. In Baghdad itself, caliphal power 
was restricted by Iranian and Turkish troops and their 
commanders, as well as the highly volatile city popu
lation led by influential religious figures. However, the 
political fragmentation failed to destroy the highest level 
of unity: a shared basic religious doctrine (despite the 
presence of individual sects and movements), a common 
structure of political power, and the sense of belonging 
to a single ummah, or community of Islam. In art, too, 
diversity began to coexist with a basic and tangible unity.

The Caliphate created masterpieces of monumental

art: grandiose new mosques and palaces were built, 
and entire new towns sprung up. Military victories 
brought rich booty to the towns, but intensive inter
national trade would lead to the accumulation and flow 
of even greater riches. Luxury and beauty became the 
hallmarks of life among the upper and middle classes.

It was during this period the main characteristics of 
Islamic art began to form. The heritage of preceding cul
tures began to be assimilated, as the artistic languages 
of Iran and Byzantium were adapted to the needs and 
tastes of the Muslim world. Many works of this time 
clearly bear the traits and techniques of previous ages; 
these artefacts are the direct extension of previous artistic 
traditions, and are frequently hard to distinguish from 
similar artefacts made prior to the spread of Islam.

New artistic styles were gradually developed, and 
became fairly distinct by the eight and ninth centuries. 
The rule of the Abbasids in Iraq represented a crucial 
phase in the birth of a new culture -  the gradual trans
formation of a complex artistic inheritance over a long 
period of time guaranteed that Islamic art evolved into 
its historically significant successor. Instead of being an 
isolated episode, Islamic Art can be seen as an important 
stage in the development of the cultures of the Mediter
ranean and the Orient, a continuation of the synthesis 
of Hellenistic and Persian culture.

This section includes several examples [cat. nos 1,
3 and 4], illustrating how the New evolved from the 
Old.
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The Art of the Caliphate

1

CAN DL E ST IC K
Egypt (Akhmim), 6th to 7th centuries
Cast bronze; 27.3 cm (height)
Origin: acquired in 1898 from V. G. Bock’s expedition to Egypt 
State Hermitage Museum, inv. no. 10584 
References: Kryzhanovskaya 1926, p. 71

Candlesticks like this example are typical of the Eastern 
Mediterranean of the fifth to seventh centuries (Mango 
1986, pp. 96-101, see figs. 11.3-6, 12.3-5; Gonosova 
and Kondoleon 1994, p. 259; Byzantine Hours 2001, 
p. 100, fig. 114). They represent a further development 
and stylized version of older prototypes. Most of these 
candlesticks, including ones made of silver, were discov
ered within the territory of Syria (Weitzmann, et al. 1981, 
p. 620, no. 556; Drayman-Weisser 1992, pp. 191-95, 
figs. 7-8; Ross 1962, p. 34, no. 34). Several researchers, 
in particular J. Strzygowski (1904, pp. 285-87), have 
suggested that they originally came from Alexandria in 
Egypt (Dalton 1911, no. 495; Wulf 1909, no. 1996, pi. 1; 
Ross 1962, p. 33, no. 33). Candlesticks of this size were 
usually put on a table or placed into a niche. (O.O.)

2

EWER
Iraq, 8th to 9th centuries
Cast bronze (brass), engraved; 40.5 cm (height)
Origin: acquired in 1925 from the State Academy for the History 
of Material Culture (A. A. Bobrinskiy Collection)
State Hermitage Museum, inv. no. IR-2316
References: Orbeli-Trever 1935, table 75; Marshak 1972, pp. 80,
81, illus. 16; Loukonine-Ivanov 1996, no. 85
Exhibitions: Miinchen 1912, ii.il, Taf. 182; Leningrad 1935, p. 230,
no. 1; Stockholm 1985, p. 108, no. 1; Kuwait 1990, no. 3;
Amsterdam 1999, no. 201; St Petersburg 2000, no. 230

This ewer has an almost spherical body, high-faceted 
neck with an openwork finial, a spout in the form of a 
bird, and a handle decorated with a palmette containing 
a pomegranate. It belongs to a group of similar-shaped 
ewers, usually with engraved ornamentation on the body 
(although on a related ewer of identical shape from the 
Hermitage Collection there is also copper and silver 
inlay). Engraved ornamentation and a limited degree of 
metal-on-metal inlay were distinctive features of bronze 
items made in the central lands of the Caliphate from the 
eighth century and they occur on other items as well, e.g. 
a figure of an eagle dated 796-97 from the Hermitage, and 
a ewer made in Basra, now in the Museum of Georgia, 
Tbilisi. On the ewer under discussion, a small image of a 
butterfly (or bee?) can be seen beneath the feet of the bird
shaped spout. B. I. Marshak stated that this motif suggests 
contact between the art of the central Caliphate and the 
art of the Turkoman nomadic tribes in Central Asia. This 
was particularly intense in the eighth century, during the 
wars between the Muslims and Turkomans over the terri
tory of Central Asia. If this is correct, this ewer was most 
likely produced at the end of the eighth to beginning of 
the ninth centuries, and its place of origin is assumed to 
be the capital of the Caliphate, i.e. Baghdad. (A.I.)
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T R A Y  WITH A H O R S E M A N
Eastern Mediterranean (Alexandria or Antiochia), 7th century 
Cast bronze (brass), engraved; 56 cm (diameter)
Origin: acquired in 1930 from the State Museum of History, 
Moscow
State Hermitage Museum, inv. no. KZ-5759 
References: Orbeli-Trever 1935, table 64; Survey 1939, vol. VI, pi. 
236; Trever 1959, p. 316, table 26; Marshak 1978, pp. 27-28, 38, 
41-42, 46; Mammaev 1989, iilus. 68 
Exhibition: Leningrad 1935, p. 231, no. 6

This tray belongs to a group of trays of similar shape. In 
the centre of the tray is a hunter on a horse, with a dog. 
Around the tray there is a wide rim, and around the 
centre there are four large medallions with images of 
gladiators fighting with wild animals:

There are known to be eleven such trays in different 
museum collections around the world, of which nine are 
intact: seven are kept in the Hermitage, fragments of a 
tenth are in Sweden; and the eleventh, with an added 
middle section (probably in the nineteenth century), is 
in private collection in St Petersburg.

It was long thought that most of these items were 
preserved in Daghestan; however, in the case of this tray, 
it is possible to prove with documentary evidence that 
it was in fact kept in the village of Kubachi (Daghestan) 
in the 1890s. Two trays were bought from people from 
Kubachi in 1926. They were among other artefacts 
brought for sale to the State Hermitage. However not 
all these artefacts had been kept in the village. Two more 
trays were acquired in 1924 from the Museum of Baron 
A. L. Stieglitz’s Central School of Technical Drawing. 
Originally they were in the collection of V. P. Charkovsky, 
although little is known about their history before 
reaching this collection. Perhaps they were collected in

3 Iran or in Transcaucasia, where Charkovsky did military 
service, but this is a subject for further investigation.

All the trays under discussion here were reviewed in 
an extensive article by B. I. Marshak, published in 1978. 
The history of the formation of early Islamic art in the 
countries of the Eastern Caliphate, from the seventh to 
the ninth centuries, can be traced on these trays.

The decoration of the tray featured here has aspects 
of late classical and Byzantine artefacts, dated no later 
than the fifth to sixth centuries. However the absence of 
direct prototypes for this decoration, and the connection 
to other trays which are more Eastern in some elements 
and produced at a later date, allow us to consider this 
tray with the horseman as an ‘article from a Hellenised 
Eastern Mediterranean centre such as Alexandria or 
Antiochia’, datable to around the seventh century 
(Marshak 1978, p. 46). (A.I.)
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4
EWER
Iraq, 8th to 9th centuries
Cast bronze (brass), engraving, copper inlay; 39.2 cm (height) 
Origin: acquired in 1925 from the State Academy for the History 
of Material Culture (A. A. Bobrinskiy Collection)
State Hermitage Museum, inv. no. KZ-5753
References: Orbeli-Trever 1935, table 72; Marshak 1972,
pp. 85-87, illus. 11/4; al-Khamis 1998, pp. 9-19
Exhibitions: Miinchen 1912, B.ll, Taf. 182; Leningrad 1935, p. 230,
no. 9; Kuwait 1990, no. 2; Turku 1995, no. 9; Amsterdam 1999,
no. 200; St Petersburg 2000, no. 229

This ewer, with its image of two peacocks flanking a 
stylized date-palm, is one of the masterpieces among the 
early Islamic bronze artefacts in the Collection of the State 
Hermitage Museum.

Its shape and decoration reflect the artistic traditions 
of Sassanian Iran, Byzantium (and, through this, Roman 
art), as well as the traditions of ancient Mesopotamia. It 
also illustrates the complicated process of the formation 
of a new art in the Middle East after the creation of the 
Umayyad and Abbasid caliphates. This synthesis of art, 
in the eighth to ninth centuries, was described in detail 
in an article by U. al-Khamis, and also covered by B. I. 
Marshak. Although the work of al-Khamis concludes 
that the ewer was made in the ninth century, an earlier 
date cannot excluded, given that wonderful bronze items, 
such as the bronze eagle of uncertain provenance (dated 
to 180A.H./796-97A.D.) in the Hermitage Collection, 
were already being produced in that region during the 
late eighth century. (A.I.)
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